Vortex cores in a superconductor can develop structure and manifest competing orders. In strong magnetic fields, the inter-vortex distance can become short enough for vortex cores to overlap, giving rise to long ranged textures. We show that spin orbit coupling (SOC) can modify the interaction between vortex cores to give rise to undulating competing order fields. We illustrate this using the SO(3) theory of competing orders, wherein superconductivity and a scalar order form a threecomponent vector field. We consider a spherical surface with a radial magnetic flux that creates two vortices. We find stationary solutions where both vortex cores develop competing order in (a) the same sense, and (b) opposite senses. The latter represents a topologically stable vector configuration analogous to a single skyrmion. Its free energy is lowered when SOC is introduced, making it the ground state beyond a threshold SOC strength. We study this physics on the two dimensional plane using the attractive Hubbard model with Rashba SOC. Here, charge density wave (CDW) order competes with superconductivity. We find phases with long ranged, but spatially modulated, CDW order where the average CDW moment vanishes. In a wide range of parameters, CDW loses its rigidity as SOC lowers the energy cost for domain wall formation. We discuss consequences for systems such as the cuprates where charge order develops without a sharp diffraction peak.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconductors with low-lying competing phases can develop structure within vortices, with competing phases revealing themselves in the core region. This phenomenon is now well established with several theoretical 1-3 and experimental 4-6 studies. Ordering within cores can also have interesting macroscopic consequences. For instance, at high vortex densities, the core regions of adjacent vortices can overlap, leading to percolation of competing correlations. This can provide coherence and rigidity to the competing phase on top of the superconducting background, giving rise to 'supersolidity' 7, 8 . In this article, we demonstrate a different scenario where overlap between adjacent vortices leads to anti-correlated core order. This gives rise to interesting ordering textures with similarities to skyrmion crystallization in magnets. The ingredient that drives this physics is spin-orbit coupling which is known to be important in several families of superconducting materials [9] [10] [11] . Phase competition and vortex core order have gained prominence due to recent experiments on charge order in underdoped cuprates [12] [13] [14] [15] . There is strong evidence for charge order from X-ray scattering 16 , STM 17, 18 , NMR 7, 19 , thermal transport 14 and sound velocity probes 20 . However, there is no true longranged charge order. At strong fields, a transition from weak two-dimensional charge order to strong threedimensional order has been seen [21] [22] [23] . However, both cases represent short-ranged order with the coherence length changing from ∼ 10 to ∼ 100 lattice spacings 21, 23 . Despite several studies, we do not understand the mechanism that gives rise to local charge order but not long ranged coherence. Disorder has been suggested as a possible reason; however, strong evidence is still lacking 24 .
Motivated by this intriguing question, we consider a somewhat exotic possibility in this article. We present a scenario where vortex-core-overlap leads to oscillatory textures where net charge order vanishes, perhaps with charge correlations losing their rigidity. Ordered textures have a long history in magnetism, with a resurgence of interest since the discovery of skyrmion crystal phases [25] [26] [27] . Several realizations are now known, typically attributed to a combination of spin orbit coupling, anisotropy and large magnetic fields. Textured phases have also been studied in quantum Hall ferromagnets 28, 29 , where interactions give rise to arrangements of 'merons' and 'antimerons'. As a meronantimeron pair can be thought of as a skyrmion, these states can be seen as precursors of skyrmion crystals. In the SO(3) theory of competing phases, a superconducting vortex may also be thought of as a meron 8 . In this language, the overlap-induced supersolid is a crystal of merons alone, without any anti-merons 8 . This provides the setting for the present study, where we demonstrate that SOC stabilizes crystals that resemble arrangements of merons and antimerons placed adjacent to one another.
II. SO(3) THEORY OF COMPETING ORDER
A powerful theoretical tool to study phase competition is to introduce extended vectors, with different order parameters for components. If the vector is constrained to have constant length, the suppression of one phase will automatically manifest competing phases. This approach was proposed for the cuprates with superconductivity (one complex order parameter) and antiferromagnetism (with three real components) forming a five-dimensional vector 30 . This SO(5) theory was shown to give rise to ordered vortex cores 1 . Recently, an analogous SO(3) the-ory has been proposed by two of the current authors 8 . Here, superconductivity competes with a scalar order parameter, say charge order. A microscopic realization of the SO(3) theory is found in the attractive Hubbard model at strong coupling. In this case, the competing order is checkerboard charge density wave (CDW) order. The SO(3) theory is described by the action
The order parameters ∆ and ρ represent superconductivity and the competing order (e.g., CDW) respectively. They are constrained to obey {|∆(r)| 2 + ρ(r) 2 = c 2 }, a constant length constraint. We will refer to ρ as the CDW order parameter below, although it may correspond to any competing scalar ordering parameter.
The parameter δ encodes asymmetry. It represents the energy difference between uniform configurations of the two orders, with δ > 0 corresponding to lower energy for the superconductor. In the Hubbard model at half-filling, this term is related to next-nearest neighbour hopping
2 ). When a magnetic field is introduced via the vector potential A, the superconductor forms vortices with CDW order in the core regions. The vortex can be interpreted as a meron in terms of a pseudospin vector given by
While going around the vortex at a distance, the pseudospins lie in the plane and wind by 2π. At the vortex core, a non-zero z-component emerges to preserve the uniform length constraint. In place of a magnetic field, disorder can also be used to bring out competing order. A point-like impurity suffices to seed local CDW correlations over a superconducting background 31 .
III. TWO VORTICES ON A SPHERE
We study SO(3) theory on the surface of a sphere, a convenient high-symmetry geometry for the study of inter-vortex interactions. We assume a radial magnetic field induced by a magnetic monopole sitting at the centre. As shown by Dirac 32 , this leads to a total flux of h/e through the sphere. As a superconducting vortex corresponds to a flux of h/2e, two vortices will be induced by this flux. The vortices will position themselves at antipodal points to minimize repulsion. We take the two vortices to be located at the north and south poles. For ease of calculation, we assume a strong type-II superconductor with a large value for the κ coefficient. In this regime, we may take the magnetic field to be constant over the surface of the sphere.
The magnetic field is incorporated via a vector potential. As argued by Dirac 32 , it is impossible to define a vector potential so as to get a smooth non-zero magnetic flux. We will invariably find an anomalous flux corresponding to a 'Dirac string' -a solenoid that brings in flux into the sphere. This string is unphysical as it corresponds to a phase change of 2π for an electron on the surface. The position of the string can be varied by gauge transformations. Here, we make an unconventional gauge choice for reasons explained below, taking
Here, θ and φ represent coordinates on the sphere, viz., polar and azimuthal angles respectively. The radial coordinate is r, with the surface of the sphere assumed to be at r = R. The monopole charge, g, takes the smallest possible non-zero value, g = h/4πe. By taking the curl of A(θ, φ), we find the magnetic field B(r, θ, φ) = gr/r 2 − 2g r 2 r sin θ +θ cos θ δ(r cos θ).
On the sphere's surface, we have a radial magnetic field of uniform strength in the northern (θ < π/2) and southern (θ > π/2) hemispheres. However, at the equator, we find an anomalous contribution with flux pointing inwards, towards the centre. This is shown in Fig. 1 . This corresponds to flattening the Dirac string into a Dirac sheet, with anomalous flux flowing inwards in all directions within the equatorial plane. The net anomalous flux is h/e, corresponding to a phase gain of 2π for an electron moving along a thin box enclosing the equator. We seek saddle point solutions of the action in Eq. 1 with the vector potential given in Eq. 3. We use the symmetry of the sphere to constrain our order parameters in the following manner. We take the superconducting order parameter to be
We take the amplitude to be independent of φ, reflecting azimuthal symmetry. However, the phase of the order parameter winds by 2π around each pole. This represents a two-vortex solution, with boundary conditions f (0) = f (π) = 0. Around both poles, the winding corresponds to a flux pointing radially outward.
Note that the superconducting order parameter is discontinuous at the equator. This is inevitable as the order parameter cannot be smoothly defined on the surface of the sphere. This follows from Dirac's argument that the wavefunction of an electron cannot be smoothly defined on a closed surface that encloses a non-zero magnetic charge 32 . This holds for any charge-carrying scalar field that incurs an Aharanov-Bohm phase. In particular, it holds here for the charge-2e superconducting pairing field on a sphere enclosing a monopole. This is an important aspect of our problem that is used to make an analogy with skyrmions in Sec. III B below. Here, the discontinuity can also be viewed as a consequence of having different gauges in the northern and southern hemispheres.
We take the ρ order parameter to be given by
to account for the constant length constraint required by the SO(3) theory. We assume azimuthal symmetry in this order parameter as well, with no dependence on φ.
There are two possible signs that can be assigned to ρ. We give sharper definitions for various cases below.
We have parametrized both order parameter fields, ∆ and ρ, in terms of a single function, f (θ). We seek a function f (θ) that extremizes Eq. 1 and satisfies the boundary conditions, f (0) = f (π) = 0. This is now precisely equivalent to the well-known problem in classical mechanics of determining a path from the principle of least action. A complication emerges from the vector potential in Eq. 3 which has different functional forms in the northern and southern hemisphere. As a consequence, the Euler-Lagrange equation may take different forms in the two hemispheres. However, our gauge choice in Eq. 3 provides a tremendous simplification, as it leads to identical Euler-Lagrange equations in the two hemispheres. We may therefore treat this as a combined problem with boundary conditions at θ = 0 and θ = π.
For gauge choices other than that of Eq. 3, we indeed obtain different Euler-Lagrange equations in the two hemispheres. The problem then has to be solved separately in each hemisphere, assuming a new boundary condition at the equator, f (θ = π/2) = f 0 . The solutions for different values of f 0 must be compared, and the one with the lowest energy chosen. With the gauge choice in Eq. 3, the value at the equator, f (π/2), is automatically fixed by solving the problem on the entire sphere.
The Euler-Lagrange equation, in terms of a rescaled
The details of the derivation are given in the Appendix A. Here, we have extracted a dimensionless scale, ξ = χ/2δR 2 from terms in the action. The action possesses an inherent length scale, χ/2δ, which represents the size of the halo of competing order around a vortex 8 . The quantity ξ is the ratio of this length scale to the radius of the sphere.
We solve Eq. 7 using the shooting method, see App. B. We fix f (0) = 0 and guess different values of f (0). This now becomes an initial value problem where f (θ) can be determined for all θ using the saddle point equation, using Runge-Kutta methods. We consider a solution to be physically acceptable if: (a) the boundary condition at θ = π is satisfied with f (π) = 0, and (b) the amplitude of the pairing order parameter is symmetric about the equator, with f (θ) = f (π − θ). Using this approach, we find three physical solutions for a given value of ξ. We discuss each case separately below.
A. Saddle point solutions
(a) Parallel solution: In Eq. 6, we have two possible signs for ρ. Here, we obtain the same sign (either + or −) over the entire sphere in the solution. This is easiest to see in cases where the shooting method yields solutions with f (π/2) < c, i.e., the superconducting amplitude at the equator is less than the pseudospin length. In order to preserve the uniform length constraint, ρ must be non-zero at the equator. For ρ to be continuous and symmetric about the equator, it must necessarily have the same sign in both hemispheres.
The parallel solutions obtained for different values of ξ are shown in Fig. 2 . These solutions can be interpreted as follows: CDW order emerges at the two vortex cores centred at the poles. In both, CDW order has the same sign. For small ξ values, the CDW halos around the vortices do not overlap. However, beyond a threshold value of ξ, they do. This leads to a non-zero value of ρ at the equator. Consequently, the uniform length constraint forces the superconducting amplitude at the equator to be less than c.
(b) Antiparallel solution: In the form of ρ given in Eq. 6, we obtain the plus sign for the northern hemisphere and the minus sign for the southern hemisphere (or vice versa). We deduce this from the form of f (θ) obtained from the shooting method. We first note that this solution can only exist when f (θ) reaches the maximum possible value at the equator, with f (π/2) = c. As a result, ρ vanishes at the equator to preserve the length constraint. This allows ρ to be antisymmetric about the equator and yet continuous. In particular, this is the only possible solution when f (θ) decreases quadratically as we move away from the equator, i.e., f (π/2 + δ) ∼ c − αδ 2 . To preserve continuity, ρ(θ) must go through zero linearly at the equator, with ρ(π/2 + δ) ∼ √ 2cα δ. This forces ρ to take opposite signs in the two hemispheres.
The ρ(θ) profile is antisymmetric under reflection about the equator, i.e., ρ(θ) = −ρ(π − θ). Note that f (θ), the superconducting amplitude, is still symmetric with f (θ) = f (π−θ). These solutions are shown in Fig. 3 . They can be interpreted as follows. CDW emerges at both vortices, but with opposite sign. Continuity and symmetry force the CDW order parameter to vanish at the equator.
(c) CDW solution: In addition to the above two solutions, there is always a trivial solution given by f (θ) = 0, where superconductivity is uniformly zero. To satisfy the uniform length constraint, we have uniform CDW order with maximum strength. There are two such solutions, corresonding to ρ(θ) = ±c. They are degenerate in energy.
B. Topological nature of the antiparallel solution
We have discussed three saddle point solutions on the sphere above. The antiparallel solution is particularly interesting in the pseudospin language, as it is analogous to a 'baby' skyrmion 33 . This can be seen from Fig. 3 (left) which shows the pseudospin profile on the XZ-plane cross section of the sphere. This shows a vector field that points radially outwards at every point. If we were to revolve this about the north-south axis, we would obtain a bonafide skyrmionic configuration on the sphere. However, there is a subtlety here. We have shown the XZ plane in the figure, corresponding to azimuthal angle φ = 0 or π, as this allows for a continuous superconducting field without a discontinuity at the equator. As seen from the definition of ∆(θ, φ) in Eq. 5, any other value of φ leads to a discontinuous jump at θ = π/2. Nevertheless, upon collecting the pseudospin values at all points on the sphere (as given by the antiparallel solution), we see that this covers a sphere in pseudospin space. In this sense, this solution is analogous to a skyrmion.
The conventional definition of topological charge density (or skyrmion density or the Pontryagin index; see Ref. 25 for explicit definition) cannot be applied here as it only holds for smooth configurations of vector fields. Here, the in-plane components of the pseudospin (i.e., the real and imaginary parts of the superconducting order parameter) cannot be defined smoothly on the sphere (see discussion below Eq. 5). Nevertheless, as with skyrmions, the antiparallel solution has topological stability. It has two vortices in the superconducting order parameter which cannot be removed by any smooth transformation. The CDW order parameter is tied to the vortex structure by the uniform length constraint of the SO(3) theory. Notably, CDW order switches sign across the equator, where superconducting amplitude reaches its maximum value. This line of CDW zeros cannot be removed by any smooth transformation that respects the uniform length constraint. For instance, it is impossible to smoothly deform the antiparallel solution into a parallel configuration.
C. Energy comparison
We have discussed three saddle point solutions that extremize the action. In Fig. 4 (top) , we compare the free energies of these states vs. ξ. This corresponds to tuning δ, the asymmetry parameter that controls the size of the CDW region in each vortex core, in Eq. 1. As ξ increases (or δ decreases), the CDW region shrinks. We find two threshold values of ξ as seen in the figure: ξ c1 ≈ 0.35 and ξ c2 ≈ 1. For small ξ (large δ) values, with ξ ξ c1 , the CDW regions around vortices are so small that they do not overlap. In this regime, the two CDW regions are independent. As a consequence, we find that the parallel and the antiparallel solutions have the same energies. For ξ c1 ξ ξ c2 , the two CDW regions overlap. As a result, the parallel solution is energetically preferable. This can be understood from the order parameter profiles shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . The parallel solution suffers smaller gradients in both ∆ and ρ as compared to the antiparallel case. The gradient terms give a larger free energy contribution to the latter. For ξ ξ c2 , the parallel solution and CDW solution become identical. If we track the parallel solution as we approach ξ c2 from below, CDW order at each vortex grows progressively stronger. Simultaneously, superconductivity grows weaker so as to satisfy the uniform length constraint. At ξ c2 , superconductivity vanishes leaving behind uniform CDW order.
D. Role of spin orbit coupling
We have argued that the anti-symmetric solution is skyrmion-like. However, we see from Fig. 4(top) that it is not the ground state for any ξ as it has higher free energy than the parallel solution. A suitable perturbation that reverses this energy hierarchy is given by where D = {∇ − 2ie A} is the gauge-invariant gradient operator. On a flat two-dimensional surface (the XY plane), the analogue of this term is L SOC = iλẑ · {D∆ × D∆ * }. Clearly, this term arises from symmetry breaking that differentiates the z > 0 and z < 0 regions, e.g., due to a perpendicular electric field. We designate this an SOC term as it may arise from Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSOC). We adapt this to our spherical surface in Eq. 8.
The explicit form of this term is different in the northern and southern hemispheres. Remarkably, in both, this term only adds a total derivative to the action. Consequently, it does not modify the saddle point equation given in Eq. 7. The three solutions discussed above continue to remain saddle point solutions. However, their free energies are modified by a boundary term (see details in Appendix C). We find
wheres f (π/2) is the amplitude of the superconducting order parameter at the equator, obtained in the corresponding solution. From Figs. 2 and 3 , we see that the parallel and antiparallel solutions have different values of f (π/2) when ξ ξ c1 . Physically, this corresponds to the regime where the two vortex cores overlap. In this regime, SOC changes the relative energies of these states. Remarkably, it retains the very same solutions while merely shifting their energies. We see that SOC with λ < 0 lowers the energy of the antiparallel solutions. We note that SOC does not alter the free energy of the CDW solution as f CDW (π/2) = 0.
The resulting behaviour of the free energy is shown in Fig. 4(bottom) for λ = −0.8. SOC gives rise to a regime where the skyrmion-like antiparallel solution has the lowest free energy. This suggests that SOC could lead to skyrmionic textures in several families of superconductors which possess competing phases.
IV. SPIN ORBIT COUPLING IN THE ATTRACTIVE HUBBARD MODEL
In the discussion above, we have shown that SOC leads to a skyrmion-like configuration on the surface of a sphere. While the sphere is a convenient geometry for calculations, it does not capture the spatial structure of superconducting materials. For example, in the sphere considered above, we have two vortices that are neighbours of each other. Starting from one, we may approach the other by moving in any direction. This is very different from the spatial coordination in an Abrikosov vortex lattice on a flat two dimensional surface. Below, we study this more realistic geometry using the attractive Hubbard model on a square lattice, given by
Here, t and t represent nearest-neighbour and nextnearest-neighbour hopping on a square lattice. We have a chemical potential, µ, and an on-site attractive interaction, U . For concreteness, we fix t = 0.2t in all calculations presented here. As discussed in Sec. II, this model, at half-filling and strong coupling (U t), provides a microscopic realization of the SO(3) theory of competing orders.
We add Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSOC) by means of spin-dependent hoppings 34 ,
where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices and λ ij = λẑ ×r ij is the spin-orbit vector on each bond as shown in Fig. 5 .
In the presence of this term, spin is no longer a good quantum number. For simplicity, we only include RSOC terms in the nearest neighbour hopping.Ẽ Hopping on each bond develops a spin-orbit term determined by the vector λij = E × rij. This term is proportional to the amplitude of the electric field; we fix its strength to be t λ , a tuning parameter. We only consider this term on nearest neighbour bonds.
We emphasize that the RSOC term here does not correspond to a microscopic realization of the SOC term described in Eq. 8. In the analysis on the sphere presented in Sec. III D, the sign of the coefficient λ is crucial to achieve a skyrmionic ground state. Using the wrong sign pushes the skyrmionic state to higher energies. In contrast, in our simulations of the Hubbard model with RSOC, we find similar solutions for both signs of t λ . Nevertheless, both terms share the same physical origin, as they arise from inversion symmetry breaking. We study this model using Bogoliubov-deGennes (BdG) mean field simulations, an approach that has been extensively used to study the effect of SOC on superconductivity [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . On an L × L lattice, we obtain a 4L 2 × 4L 2 matrix as the BdG Hamiltonian. All results presented here were obtained on a 24 × 24 square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. We decouple the interaction term in both pairing and density channels. At each site, the superconducting and CDW order parameters, ∆ i = c i,↑ c i,↓ and ρ i = (−1) i n i,↑ +n i,↓ − 1 , are determined self-consistently. The quantity ρ i encodes checkerboard CDW order, given by the staggered deviation from half-filling. The explicit form of the gap and number equations are given in Ref. 37 . Vis-à-vis previous studies of s-wave pairing with SOC, our problem here has an additional ingredient in the form of an orbital magnetic field. This is introduced via Peierls' factors in the hopping amplitudes, t, t and t λ , following Ref. 8 . For simplicity, we assume a uniform magnetic field, assuming a strongly type-II superconductor with κ 1. This approach allows for studying vortex lattices, with vortex cores showing competing CDW order 8 . A domain-wall solution is shown in the corresponding panels on the right. We have coherent superconducting order, but CDW order is disrupted at a domain wall. These two solutions have the same free energy within our simulation resolution.
A. Solutions with skyrmion-like character
In the absence of spin orbit coupling, sufficiently high magnetic fields give rise to 'supersolid' solutions with coexisting superconductivity and checkerboard CDW order 8 . At very strong coupling, RSOC does not alter the mean field results. However, for intermediate coupling strengths (U 4t), we find new solutions with interesting order parameter textures. In this regime, the Hubbard model does not realize the SO(3) theory as the uniform spin length constraint is not always satisfied. A soft-spin model may describe the physics here 40 . Nevertheless, we find solutions that bear similarities to the U=4, alpha=10, lambda=0.5 case of the sphere discussed in Sec. III above.
A one-dimensional version of the skyrmion-like solution on the sphere is shown in Fig. 6 . This solution is obtained at U = 2t and t λ = 0.5t, with a field corresponding to twelve vortices. Without RSOC, this parameter set gives a regular supersolid. However, with RSOC, we do not find a supersolid solution -all initial conditions in our simulations lead to solutions such as that shown in Fig. 6 . Here, each vortex core develops CDW order. However, the vortices arrange themselves into stripes with CDW character alternating from one stripe to the next. Along the stripe direction, vortices gain from energy lowering due to stronger CDW ordering. In the transverse direction, we have strong gradients with oscillations in the CDW character. Evidently, this is favoured by the RSOC term -in a fashion that is similar to the case of the SO(3) theory on the sphere discussed in Sec. III. In the language of pseudospins, vortices along a stripe can be thought of as merons while vortices on the neighbouring stripe constitute anti-merons. We find this meron-antimeron stripe order to be a robust phenomenon over a range of parameter values.
B. Loss of CDW rigidity
In a large parameter regime, we find that RSOC destabilizes CDW order. In Fig. 7 , we compare two mean field solutions found for U = 4t and t λ = 0.5t, with a magnetic field corresponding to twelve vortices. The panels on the left show a regular supersolid solution where both superconductivity and CDW order are strong. This solution approximately satisfies the uniform spin length constraint of the SO(3) theory. This is to be contrasted with the panels on the right. Here, superconductivity remains strong. However, CDW order shows a clear domain wall, separating regions of opposite CDW order. The spin length constraint is violated on the domain wall -this is a common feature in all our domain-wall solutions at intermediate coupling. Surprisingly, these two solutions are very close in free energy, with the difference being smaller than the energy resolution in our simula-U=4, alpha=8, lambda=0.5 tions (δE ≈ U/L 2 ). This suggests that domain walls have low energy cost in the presence of RSOC. This indicates loss of CDW rigidity, as any small perturbation can induce domain walls.
We also find domain walls in circular geometries as shown in Fig. 8 for U = 4t, t λ = 0.5t and a field corresponding to twenty vortices. A circular region with predominant CDW character is surrounded by a superconducting ring. The ring can be thought of as a higher order vortex as it supports a large phase gradient. The enclosed CDW region forms an ordered vortex core. Outside the ring, we find CDW order of opposite character. This bears a strong similarity to the antiparallel solution on the sphere in Fig. 3 , with two regions of opposite CDW order separated by a superconducting boundary. In pseudospin language, this resembles a higher order skyrmion. We also find a regular supersolid solution for this parameter set, with lower free energy than the circular domain wall solution. However, the free energy difference is very small, ≈ 0.04t per site.
Our results put together indicate loss of CDW rigidity. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 which shows multiple mean field solutions obtained for U = 4t, t λ = 0.5t and a field corresponding to sixteen vortices. The figure shows a regular supersolid, two domain wall solutions and a circular domain wall solution. Surprisingly, all these states are comparable in free energy, with the differences being less than our energy resolution. This indicates that there is essentially no cost for domain wall formation in CDW order. Small perturbations arising from thermal fluctuations or defects can easily proliferate domain walls. As a consequence, we argue that CDW correlations cannot develop over large length scales in spite of strong local ordering. In contrast, superconductivity survives with long ranged coherence. In such a system, probes such as X-ray diffraction will see diffuse peaks corresponding to short-ranged CDW order.
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented a study of SOC-induced textures in superconductors with competing orders. We first demonstrate a skyrmion-like configuration on a sphere, within the SO(3) theory of competing orders. This is a topologically stable solution consisting of two vortices with anticorrelated core order. A term associated with inversionsymmetry-breaking stabilizes this configuration, indicating that SOC may favour skyrmionic textures. Moving to the two-dimensional plane, we study the attractive Hubbard model with RSOC hoppings. At intermediate coupling, for some parameters, we find skyrmion-like stripes with alternating CDW character. Over a wide parameter range, we find multiple mean field solutions which are comparable in free energies. The solutions correspond to spatially modulated CDW order due to RSOC-induced softening of domain walls. We argue that CDW loses its rigidity as a consequence.
In the underdoped cuprates, competition between charge order and superconductivity has been explained in terms of non-linear sigma models with an extended order parameter vector [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . For example, an SO(6) theory has been proposed combining superconductivity and two incommensurate CDW's 46 . As the SO(3) theory has the same field theory structure, the results presented may shed light upon the physics seen in the cuprates. In particular, our results on the Hubbard model with RSOC could explain why no cuprate shows long-ranged charge order. With low energy cost for domain wall formation, even weak disorder can lead to an irregular CDW pattern with several domain walls. The cuprates may have reasonably strong SOC, as they typically contain heavy elements such as La, Bi and Yb. In addition, YBCO 47 (the cuprate with the strongest charge order) and BSSCO-2212 lack inversion symmetry about the Cu-O plane. This allows for RSOC terms within each plane 48, 49 which can destroy CDW rigidity. In such a scenario, we will have robust local CDW correlations but no long range order. This could explain several experimental observations on the underdoped cuprates. The physics of skyrmions has been extensively studied in magnetism, in both ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. Our study opens the door to skyrmion-like defects in superconductors. Experiments on the cuprates may be able to uncover skyrmionic textures around vortices. Probing their precise structure, response to perturbations, dynamics, etc., can lead to interesting and potentially useful insights. In particular, textured halos of competing order may provide a new handle to manipulate vortices.
separately in the two hemispheres with each contributing a boundary term at θ = π/2. As the free energy contribution has opposite signs in the two hemispheres, these two boundary term add up. This leads to the free energy correction given in Eq. 9.
As discussed in the main text, this term provides different energy corrections to the parallel and antiparallel solutions. The physical origin of this distinction can be deduced from Eq. C2. The contribution to the free energy density is proportional to f (θ). As the antiparallel solution has a stronger θ-derivative (compare Figs. 3 and 2), it is favoured by the SOC term.
